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Balancing of air distribution and ventilation systems has for many years been accepted as per
haps more of an art than a science. Techniques for balancing have been outlined by such organ
izations as SMACNA (Sheet Metal and Air-Conditioning Contractors Association) and the AABC 
(Associated Air Balance Council) which formulate step by step procedures. Two of the most 
hlghly recognized balancing procedures are the proportional balance and the traverse procedure. 
With proper application similar results can be obtained from either method. It is beyond the 
scope of this paper to discuss the relative merit of thes� two procedures. Basically, the pro
portional balancing procedure involves: 

1. Numbering the outlets, beginning with the one farthest from the fan and working back. 

2. Starting at the farthest outlet from the fan, determining a ratio of the measured 
outlet velocity to the design outlet velocity. 

3. Adjusting the second outlet until its ratio of measured outlet velocity to design 
outlet velocity is within a certain percentage of that of outlet 01. This procedure 
is repeated for all outlets of that branch comparing this ratio to that of the outlet 
preceding it. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each branch. 

5. Adjust branch dampers for the two branches that are furthest from the fan until the 
ratio of the measured velocity to the design velocity is equal. 

6. Repeat step 5 for each branch, proceeding toward the fan. 

7 .  After all balancing dampers have been adjusted, check the total airflow and adjust 
the fan speed to obtain the design total flow. 

The traverse procedure, which is outlined in the 1980 ASHRAE Systems Guide1, is: 

1. Start terminal outlet balance from the fan out. Keep in mind at nll times thnt branch 
dampers should be used for major adjusting, terminal dampers for trim or mi.tor adj ust
ments only. On occasion, it may be necessary to install additional suhbrni,-h dumpers 
to decrease the use of terminal dampers, which may be creating obj ectionable noise. 

2. Normally, several passes through the entire system are necessary to obtain proper out
let values. 

3. Totaling the tested outlet air quantity acts as a check of duct leakage when compared 
to required outlet air quantity total. 
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4. With total air established in the branches and at the outlets, perform the following: 
(a) take new amperage readings; (b) find static pressure across the fan; and (c) read 
and record static pressure across each component (intake, filters, coils, mixing damp
ers, etc.). 

Thia provides for a somewhat standardized methodology for testing and balancing. The ma
jority of the balancing procedure, however, is apent in a trial-and-error process of adj usting 
dampers until the system is tuned. Thia art is perfected only bv experience and time spent in 
the balancing of systems. Few attempts have been made to establish a procedure for balancing 
systems by placing dampers in positions determined by calculation prior to start up, partly due 
to a lack of test data predicting the pressure loss characteristics of various devices which 
would be used in such a technique. 

Several methods of ductwork design for ventilation systems have been developed to create a 
balanced system. Two of these methods llre the balanced duct method, and the blast gnte method. 
In the balanced duct method, duct sizes are chosen so that the static pressure balance at each 
junction will achieve the desired air volume in each branch duct. In th e blast gate method, 
calculations begin at the branch of greatest resistance . The other branches arc merel y sized 
to give the minimum required velocity at the desired volume. Blast gates are provided in each 
branch and, after construction, the gates are adjusted to give the desired volume. The major 
advantages of the balanced duct method are that the system is relatively easy to balance and 
very little unbalance in the system can be caused by �n unauthorized moving of dampers. Prin
cipal advantages of the blast gate method are that exhaust rates can easily be changed and mod
ifications to the system are simplified. 

Other characteristics of the blast gate method are2: 

1. Correction of improper exhaust rates is easier, within limits. 

2. With abrasive dusts ductwork at partially closed blast gates may erode rapidly. Blast 
gate may erode, throwing system out of balance. 

3. Unauthorized tampering with blast gates may result in a plugged duct. 

4. Design calculation is shorter; field balancing, sometimes difficult and lengthy, is 
required. 

S. l'oor choice of "branch of grea test resistance" as calculation stnrting point will re
mllin undiscovered. In such case branches of grr.ater resistance will cxhnust inadequate 
volume. 

6. Moderate field deviation during construction will not affect balance. 

Characteristics of the balanced duct method include2: 

l. Hood exhaust r:1tc>s cannot easily be changed by the operator or other unauthorized per
sons. This .t.s importnnt for highly toxic or dnngerous materinls. 

2. Si�nificant changes in hoods or equipment usu�lly require redesign of some ductwork. 

3. If choice of exhaust rate for a new, unknown operation is incorrect, duct revision or 
addition of a blnst gnte is necessary. 

4. Nn unusual erosion problems. 

5. Dust settling and duct pluRging prohl�ms are minimized. 

6. Desig n calculntion is more time consuminc; no field balancing required. 

7. Balance is achieved rcgnrdless of starting point of calculations. 

8. Duct design must be fairly detailed and complete; signi fic ant field deviations during 
con•truction should be 11ubmitted to encincering to check the effect on balnnce. 

The 1977 ASllRAE Guide (l�undnmentals) lists several nlC!thods of duct design. A:nong t hNie 
the Equal Friction, Velocity, RP.duction, Static Regain, and Constant V <:>locit y methods, The 
total prauure de a ign method, which will be utilized in this pnper, is an ndnptntion of the 
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static regain method of design. 

A damper controlu air flow by altering the resistance of the duct system in which it is in
stalled. Damper "ovement from the open to the partially closed position increases system re
sistance and reduces air flow. As the damper cloaca to throttle the air flow in the system the 
fan moves to a new point on the fan curve. For any fixed system, the ratio of the total pres
sure to the velocity pressure remainL the same regardless of the flow through the system, Thus, 
thiY single value can be used as an identity for any branch in a system. Closing the damper on 
a branch will incrcnse the total pressure/velocity pressure ratio due to the increased resist
ance in the branch. 

When specify ing dampers for use in an air-.:onditioning and ventilation system, the air flow 
and da"per position characteristics of the damp·Jr in question should be known. E. J. Brown, in 
1960 published an article3 on these character�stics for opposed and parallel blade dampers. In 
this discussion, Brown states that the da"per should be chosen such that the damper resistance 
in an open position should be a sufficiently large percentage of the total system resistance 
that a small dnrnper movement will alter the system resistance sufficiently to vary the air flow. 
As a result, opposed blade and parallel leaf dampers are suitable for low pressure duct systems 
ns the resiRtance of the open damper is a significant portion of the total system resistance. 
This is often not true in higher pressure systems. As a result, slide gate and blast gate 
dampers have achieved common use in the balancing of these systems. Properly used, these damp
ers nre also suitable for low pressure sy stems. 

A procedure utilizing orifice plates for system balancing has been previously developed�. 
This procedure proposed thRt at each take-off from the main duct a calibrated orifice plate 
should be placed at least 1 dia. into the branch duct. This orifice would be sized such that 
the pressure loss of the flow over the edge of this orifice would be equal to that needed to 
balance the resistance in this branch to the resistance of the main duct at the point of take
off. It is suggested that, during the installation of the systec, a bracket for holding the 
orifice plnte in place be included in the duct work. The flow and pressure would then be 
measured upon completion of the system and an orifice, sized such that it wou�d create a re
sistance in that branch equal to that needed to balance the flow, inserted before start up. 
Curves are presented to allow one to determine the ratio of pressure loss to duct area based on 
knowledge of duct air velocity and the necessary resistance to be added to the branch. The pro
cedure outlined in the following pages is similar to this procedure except slide gate dampers 
are used in lieu of the orifice plate dampers. These slide gates are adjustable, increasing 
the flexibility of the system. In addition, the slide gate dampers will be set prior to testing 
of the system. 

Brown and Straub5 pr�pose a method of selection based on the total pressure of the system. 
The authors propose that total pressure rather than static pressure should be considered when 
selecting the equipment for the system. This is due to the fact that system pressure can be 
converted readily back and forth from static pressure to velocity pressure by increasing and 
decreasing the area of the flow. As an example, discharging from a very small duct into a very 
large duct can result in a static pressure loss that is negative. However, the tot�l pressure 
los� would still be positive due to the pressure loss of entry into the transition. The gain 
in static pressure would be moru than off-set by the loss in velocity pressure upon entry into 
thr! larger duct. This method can easily be implemented by using the total pressure loss co
efficients as presented in the AS!IRAE guide6 for var.:.ous types .Jf ductwork and fittings. 

The 1976 ASll!lAE Guide£!! Systems7 presents one full �hapter (Chapter 40) on the testing, 
adjusting, nnd bnlancing of air-conditioning systems. In the guide, four basic principles arc 
offered on total pressure sy stem design: 

1. The portion of the air flow rate fron the fan that is transmitted tl' a particular spnce 
is governed by t11e law that the losses in the total pressure from the fan outlet must 
be the same along each path. 

2. The total pressure 11 is n measure of the total mechanicnl energy at a cross-secL!..ln, 

3. In any duct systl"rn, the total pressure :ilway s decreases in the direction of the 1lir 
flow. 

4. Static u11J velocity pr"eeures are mutually convertible and either cnn incrl�asc or dc
cro11110 In tho diroction o! !low. 
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TEST SET UP AND PROCEDURE 

The teat set up used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. The flow measuring device was a 5 in. 
venturi measuring station, Pressure taps were placed two equivalent diameters below and after 
the damper plate installation. Alao shown in Fig, 1 a�e the slide gate plates, The plates 
were constructed of 20-gage steel and had a rectangular end and a rounded end. As a result, 
only two plates were used for the testing. Duct sizes tested wero 0.15m (6 in.) round, 0.254m 
(10 in.) round, and 0.15m x 0.30m (6 x 12 in.) and 0.254m x Q.30m (10 x 12 in.) rectangular. 
The tests were �onducted first on the round duct. The damper was placed at the edge of the 
ductwork and slid into the air stream in 0.025m (1 in.) increments, for five runs on the O.lSm 
(6 in.) round ductwork and nine runs on the 0.254m (in in.) rol•ntl ductwork. The damper was 
held in place by duct rings on either aides of the plate. In the case of thP. rectangular duct
work, runs with the leading damper edge extending 0,025, 0.076, 0. 127, 0.178, 0.229, 0.279 m, 
(1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 in. ) into the airstream WP.re made. The preasure diZferential across the 
damper was taken, and the air flow calculated for each run. Curves were plotted relating the 
resulting pressure drop at the test flows to the corresponding ratio of free area or flow area 
of the duct to the unreBtricted area (Af/Ad). 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results of the test on rectangular and round ductwork are shown in Fig. 2. These figures 
indicate that the 6Pt/Pv vs. Af/Ad for round ductwork is slightly higher than thnt for rectan
gular. Total pressure losses �re expressed as a function of velocity pressure by the equation: 

t.Pt • Co x Pv 

Where, Co • Constant 

Pv • Velocity Pressure 

t.Pt • Total Pressure Change 

Therefore, Co • 6Pt 
Pv 

and, Art • Ars + Arv 

For the cnse �icre the velocity on either side of the fitting is the same, 

since, A!'v • O, 

6Pt • 6Ps 

So for this cnse, Co • APs 
Py 

From the equation nbove it can be seen that Co is also equal to APt/Pv. This Co is the 
same as the Co indicated in the pressure loss coefficients presented in Chapter 31 (Duct Design) 
of the 1977 ASHRAE Guide (Fundamentuls)6• A conparison of these data with the e'l(perimcntnl dn ta 
presented in this paper indicates a c!ose agrerment. 

Fig. 4 and 5 are plots of velocity vs. the free area/duct area ratio to be used in ueter
�ining the ratio which is needed to impos� a �iven pressure drop on a branch duct nt n given 
duct velocity. For exnmple, in FiR. S for roun<l ductwork, one inch of pressure is to be ndd�d 
to o system handling 11 velocity of 5.08 m/s (1000 fpm), Reading ncross at a v�locity of 5.08 
m/s (1000 fpm) to a 6Pt of 2119 ?a. (1 in. W.G.) und dn•.n1 to the Af/Ad, one obtains n vnl11e of 
approximately 0.325 for tl1e free area to duct area rntio, Assume the ductwork is 0.254m ( 10 
in.) i11 dinmClter. By referring to Fig. 6, the value for X/D is O. 77, X, the incertion length, 
is then 0.196m (7,7 in.). 

r·ig. 3 (tnken from Ref. /1) shows the flow charncteristics of opposed 11nd pnrnl lt>l bl nde 
dampers. Values of Co for these dampers can nl110 be found in Chapter 31 of the 1977 ASllRAE 
Cuide (FundamantAlY), �oat a i r-co ndi ti oning aystol'IS l1avo oppose� blade dampers provided ncnr 
tho d U tus ors tor torminnl outlet balancing. This is due to tho improved flow conditions at :he 
dHtu1er which would result from the use of those dnrnpers rather than parallel blade or slide 
gato dampor", In the ca10 of tho op1,oaod or p.1r11llel blade dnrJpors, cnre must be tnken to de
si;n the daMpor such thnt tho 1·caiatanco of tho open dm11por ia n significant perce11tnge of the 
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total system resistance. For exampl�, a parallel blade damper chosen for use in a low pressure 
air-conditioning system might possess a characteristic curve similar to curve C in Fig. 3. The 
same damper, however, used in a high pressure ventilation system might behave as illustrated by 
curve A. Dampers should be selected, thus, to provide an optimum performance based on 1) low 
residual or open preA1ure lose and 2) acceptable air flow characteristics. The values for Co 
found in the ASHRAE Guide would also make possible preliminary balancing using t�ese types of 
dampen. 

APPLICATION 

The method discussed in this paper offers an approach to system balancing through dP.sign using 
slide gate dampers. Obviously, not every system can be applicable to this type design. These 
data have been develop�d in the lab and field tested, and, thus, when properly applied can be 
expected to achieve desirable results. C�rtain considerations must be taken, however, when 
evalU4dng whether the procedure can be used on the specific syRtem in question. Some of these 
are: 

1) Provisions should be made to provide flow straight�1ers and 2-4 diameters of straight 
duct prior to slide gate locations. 

2) Due to noise and airflow considerations, slide gates which would require a significant 
insertion into the ductwork should not be placed within 4 di�. of any diffuserR. 

3) Access should be assured to all locations where dampers ar� to be placed for future 
adjustment. 

In £ddition, the intent of this report is not to preclude testing of the system. Sy�tem 
performance verification should still be assured after placement of thP. dampers in the system. 
Also, a preliminary check of the system should be conducted to assure conformity to deaign. 
Any deviations should be noted as these are likely to affect the balance of the system. In 
cases such as these, measurements of the actual total pressure/velocity pressure ratio should 
be made and the corresponding corrections should be made in positioning the dampers. 

To demonstrate the use of slide gate dampers, a design example has been prepared. 

DESIG�l EXAMPLE 

In the desi1n presented, pressure values are presented to the third decimal place. It is the 
understanding of the authors that field measurements cannot be performed to this degree of 
accuracy. These are presented as design calculations only. However, any discrepancy of values 
measured in the field and the design values presented which occurs in the third decimal, will 
not affect the bclance beyond any normal tolerance accepted in field balancing. Fig. 7 shows 
a small section �f a constant volume distribution system. This system consists of only three 
branches each ending in a typical round inlet ceiling diffuser. In each branch a slide gate 
damper is provided and is located at least 2 dis. from the branch take-off. In addition, a 
flow straightner has been provided at each branch take-off to assure a uniform velocity profile 
approaching the damper. This ls important as the curves developed in this paper are based on 
a uniform velocity profile and would be subject to error otherwise. The system is to be bal
anced to p<tint "A" on the diagram. 

Thero are three paths of flow that will be analyzed. First, calculations will be made for 
the losses from outlet 1 to A. TI1e first component in this path i& the diffuser. The value of 
6Pt/Pv, Qr Co, for the diffuser is 1.69. The friction losses for ducts A, B and C are taken 
from the friction losses for low-velocity ductwork in the 1977 ASHRAE Fundamentals. The 90° 
elbows are all four-piece elbows with an r/D of l.S. Fittings 1 and 3 are 30° converging 
sections while fittings 2 and 4 are tees. All fitting Co values can be obtained from 1977 
ASHRAE Fundamentals. The calculation of the prewsure losses for this flow path are shown in 
Table 1. 

The corresponding lossP.R are shown for the path11 from Outlet 2 to A and 011tlet J to A ln 
'!ablu 2 and 3. 

Frol'4 these tables it can be seen that the total pressure loss is greatest from outlet 2 to 
A. Therefore, the dampers must be adjus�od in branchos l �nd 3 to add the re11lstancc needed to 
b�lance thl�•• brancho11 with branch 2. Th-i damper in branch 1 muM t be adj u1ned t� add a prciuiurc 
l.clilt> of l 1.45 Pa (0.046 in W.r..). This n1oane the Co or 6Pt/Pv will then Ill' o. 7 3. Hcf�·rrlng to 
Fi&· 5, this corrcaponds to an Af/Ad of 0, 76. Rofarring now to Fig. 6 und cntcrl1t� at nn Af/Ad 
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TABLE l 

J.o11999, Outlet 

Component VEL, m/a (fpt:i) __£2.... 

Outlet 1 5.10 (1003) l.69 
90• Elbow 5.10 (1003) 0.27 
Duct A 5.10 (1003) 
90• Elbow 5.10 (1003) 0.27 
Duct B 5.10 (1003) 
Fitting 1 5. 10 (11)03) 0. 02 
Fitting 2 4.96 ( 976) 0. 16 
Duct C 4.96 ( 976) 
Fitting 3 4.96 ( 976) 0.01 
Fitting 4 4.89 { 9622 0.09 
Subtotal 
SGl 5.10 poOJ2 0.73 
To till 

TABLE 2 

Lo11Ree, Outlet 

Com(!oncnt VEL1 rale (fr.!l _.£9_ 

Outlet 2 5.13 (1009) l . 80 
90• Elbow 5.13 ( 1009) 0.27 
Duct D 5.13 (1009) 
fitting 2 4.96 ( 976) 1. 3 1  
Duct C 4.96 ( 976) 
Hlting 3 4.96 ( 976) 0.01 
Fitting 4 4.89 { 962) 0.09 
Subtotal 
SG2 5.13 nno9) 0 
Total 

TABLE 3 

Los111?11, Outlet 

Comeonent VEl.1 m/s {fem2 _.£9_ 
Outlet 3 5.18 (10 19) 2.08 
90• Elbow 5.18 (10 19) 0.27 
Du•:t E 5.18 (1019) 
Fitting 4 4,89 { 9622 1. 33 
Subtotal 
SG3 5.18 { 1019) 1. t.8 
Totnl 

1-A 

Pv, Pa 
(in. W.G.) 

15.7 (0.063) 
15. 7 (0.063) 
15.7 (0.063) 
15.7 (0.063) 
15.7 (0.063) 
15. 7 (0.063) 
14.7 (0.059) 
14.7 (0.059) 
14.7 (0.059) 
14.4 �0.0582 

15.7 {0.06J2 

2-A 

Pv, Fa 
{i!1. w.c.2 

15.7 (0.063) 
15.7 (O.Ob3) 
15.7 (0.063) 
14.7 (0.059) 
14.7 (0.059) 
14.7 (0.059) 
14.4 {0.0582 

15.7 {0.0632 

3-A 

Pv, Pa 
{in. w.c.2 

16. 2 (0.065) 
16.2 (0.065) 
16.2 (0.065) 
lli. 4 {O.U582 

16.2 {0.065) 

6Pt, Pa 
(in. W.G.) 

26.4 (0 .106) 
4.2 (0.017) 
5.2 (0.021) 
4.2 (0.017) 
5.2 (0.021) 
0.1 (0.001) 
2.2 (0.009) 
4.5 (0.018) 
0.2 (0.001) 
1. 2 {0.0052 

5J.8 (0. 216) 
11. 5 {0.0462 
65.2 (0.0262) 

l\Pt, Pn 
{in. w.c.2 

28.1 
4.2 
6. 5 

19.2 
' .. 5 
l 5 
1. 2 

65.2 

65.2 

(0.113) 
(0.017) 
(0.026) 
(0.077) 
(0.018) 
(0.006) 
{O. 005) 
(0.262) 

(0. 262) 

ti!' l" ' Pa 
{in. W.G.) 

33.6 (O. 1 15) 
4.5 (C' .I] l) 
3.2 (O.lld) 

41. 3 (O . lMi) 
23.9 {0 . 09 6} 
65. 2 (0.262 ) 

of 0.76, it i!I found that thiH corrl'Mpond!I to un X/D of 0.363. Multiplying thl!I vnlul.' hy th' 
duct diamatcr of 0.2m (8 in.) gives n value for X of 0.074m (2.9 in). Therefore, the slld 
gatl? dnmpcr Khould ht! inHl.!rtec.I 0,074 (2.9 in.) into the air Rtream, In order to h11l11ncu brunch 
l II ru1fl11tnt1co or 23,9 Jla (O.OIJli 111. ILC.) muMt be nddud by thc Hlide entl' dumfl<.!l". Thl11 cor
roHpondH to a APt/l'v, or Co, or 1.t.8. PcCerrinR to FlKurc 5 and entering uc u APt/Pv of 1.48, 
lt ill found that Af /Ad • 0.67, Now, rl.'fcrdng to Figure 6, tho vnlul' of X/!) lN found to be 
0.45. HulHplying th iN valuo by tho duct dlomotcr of O.Jm (12 lnchoR) lll\'ON u Vllluc or 0.135111 
(5.t. inchew) for X. ThuN the fflith.> 1111to in branch 3 rauHt l>o 11urnrted 0.135m (:5.t. inche:i) i nto 
the airMtroara. 
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SUMMARY 

TI1ree induRtrial ventilation syste"'8 Averaging 30 points each have been balanced hy the authors 
at thl' time or this writing . Tho result• of the testing or these 11ysto1U indicate that, pro
vided drawingtt are a true representation of the actual system, agreement at major ju;1ctions of 
2 to 3% can be expected, Providing that tho limitation& of the technique being WJed are under
Rtood, ventllatlon and air distribution systems can be balanced during design wiing slide gat@s, 
oppoHed or parallel blade dampl!rA or centered orifices. Data relating pressure loss to approach 
duct veloclty preRsure have been fonaulated in this report which allow the application of slide 
gnte damperR to 1rnc:h a tuchnique , Some or the li•itations or this technique are: 

1. 

J. 

4. 

Sllde gatl' dampers should be placed at least 2-4 equivalent dia. away from a branch 
take-off. .All data formulated in this report are with this auumption. 

Extrnctorti or turning vaneA Rhould be provlded to insure that the air "fillA" tha duct 
prior to encountering the elide gate, 

Slide gnte dnmper lnHtallation near diffusers is not recommended due to the effect on 
the Clow profile. 

AcceRR to the ellde gate damper must be provided. 

In addition, the following points are suggested for consideration when clesigning any venti
lation Ryst.:-1111: 

1. A minlmuni of 10% additionnl air capacity above the total design quantity of air sup
plied by diffusers and registerB in the conditioned spaces should b� allowed for air 
loss through ductwork, equipment housings, and connections, etc. 

2. Provision should be made for a complete change of air filten .i.11 all systems at the 
time of balancing (in the event filters have become clogged through fan operation dur
ing construction). Artificial filter resistances can be added to the clean filter bank 
by partially blanking off filter face areas. 

3. �anually operated opposed blade, qundrant type, or slide gate dampers should be pro
vided tn each main zone duct of a multizone unit installation to permit the balancing 
technician to set each zon.:- to the required air delivery. 

4. A manually operated opposed blade, slide gate or a quadrant type volunie damper should 
be installed in each branch duct take-off froni the main duct to control the amount of 
air entering the branch. 

5. Adequate size access doors should be installed within working distance of volume damp
ers, fire dampers, pressure reducing valves, reheat coils, mixing boxes, blenders, 
constant volume regulatorH, etc, 1 to per�it required adjustments. 

Finnlly, an example utilizing slide gates in n total pressure analysis design was presented. 
The use of the total pressure design method elimlnates any possibility of the disregard of a 
pressure loss that can ocrur ns pr�Hsures convert frequently from static pressures to velocity 
pressures due to the variations in flow crnse sectlon through the system. 
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DISCUSSION 

H. REICH, Conalt. Eng. , Philadelphia, PA: Would you care to comment on relative advantages of 
1lide rate nnd O. B. dompers for commercial and institutional systems, or do you wish to limit 
your discussion to industrial ventilation systems? Could the same approach be used for a so
lution? 

K. J. 1.0UDERHILK: /\s stated in the text of this presentation, slide gate dampers are acceptable 
for only limited usage in commercial and institutional systems. They are used primarily in 
systems w here any disturbance of .::iir flow is not critical. Opposed blade dampers remain the 
most applicable damper for these systems. Through minimal research, curves similar to those 
presented in the pnp�r could be developed for opposed blade dampers as well. 
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